
Test Equipment Solutions Datasheet

Test Equipment Solutions Ltd specialise in the second user sale, rental and distribution of 
quality test & measurement (T&M) equipment. We stock all major equipment types such as 
spectrum analyzers, signal generators, oscilloscopes, power meters, logic analysers etc from 
all the major suppliers such as Agilent, Tektronix, Anritsu and Rohde & Schwarz.

As well as the headline benefit of cost saving, second user offers shorter lead times, higher 
reliability and multivendor solutions. Rental, of course, is ideal for shorter term needs and 
offers fast delivery, flexibility, try-before-you-buy, zero capital expenditure, lower risk and off 
balance sheet accounting. Both second user and rental improve the key business measure of 
Return On Capital Employed.

All products supplied by Test Equipment Solutions include:

Email: info@TestEquipmentHQ.com
Web: www.TestEquipmentHQ.com

We are focused at the professional end of the marketplace, primarily working with customers 
for whom high performance, quality and service are key, whilst realising the cost savings that 
second user equipment offers. As such, we fully test & refurbish equipment in our in-house, 
traceable Lab. Items are supplied with manuals, accessories and typically a full no-quibble 1 
year warranty. Our staff have extensive backgrounds in T&M, totalling over 150 years of 
combined experience, which enables us to deliver industry-leading service and support. We 
endeavour to be customer focused in every way right down to the detail, such as offering free 
delivery on sales, presenting flexible technical + commercial solutions and supplying a loan 
unit during warranty repair, if available.

We are based at Aldermaston in the UK from where we supply test equipment worldwide. 
Our facility incorporates Sales, Support, Admin, Logistics and our own in-house Lab.

- No-quibble parts & labour warranty (we provide transport for UK mainland addresses).
- Free loan equipment during warranty repair, if available.
- Full electrical, mechanical and safety refurbishment in our 40GHz in-house Lab.
- Certificate of Conformance (calibration available on request).
- Manuals and accessories required for normal operation.
- Free insured delivery to your UK mainland address (sales).
- Support from our team of seasoned Test & Measurement engineers.
- ISO9001 quality assurance.

T: 01183  800  800       
F: 01183 800 804

Test Equipment Solutions Ltd
Unit 3 Zodiac House
Calleva Park
Aldermaston
Berkshire
RG7 8HN



MODEL 802B
PRODUCTION TEST GENERATOR

D V I  A N A L Y Z E R■ DTV: All formats

■ Analog TV

■ DVI to 165 MHz

■ RGB to 200 MHz

■ LVDS to 224 MHz

The 802B is our multi-media video signal generator for testing CRT’s, flat 

panels, projectors and TV’s including HDTV. The 802B is optimal for DTV, digital

and analog displays and allows production and engineering users to create the

most complex test images. You get the flexibility required to meet a tough 

production budget with the wide range of outputs the 802B offers.  And a PCM-

CIA slot makes it easy to copy one generator to another.

The new 802B DVI analyzer provides the Host, Interconnect 

and Monitor markets with the ability to test or verify the quality of 

a DVI signal. This unit features two DVI connectors: one emulates 

a host by generating video signals; the second connector emulates 

a high performance display and analyzes inbound video coming 

from either the generator or an external source.

Model 802B
Production Test Generator



DVI output. Pre-programmed standard DTV formats 
are ready for immediate use. DVI outputs support 
YCbCr color encoding.

DVI input. Analyze the DVI signals from 
any external source. Or, the generator’s own 
DVI signal through a DVI cable.

NTSC/PAL. A TV option is available with 
CVBS and S-video outputs supporting NTSC,
PAL, NTSC-J, NTSC-443, PAL-60.

200 MHz Analog Pixel Rate. Programmable 
precision RGB, YPbPr.

Over 500 popular video Formats, Images and 
Test Sequences are built-in including VESA,
ATSC, EIA-770.x, SMPTE 170, 240, 267, 274,
293, 295, 296, EIA/CEA-861B. Set up custom 
sequences of test images and formats for 
repetitive testing.

PCMCIA slot. Clone one generator to another 
using a standard RAM memory card.

Signal Interface

■ DTV Signal Capability. Pre-programmed standard DTV formats are ready for immediate use.
Digital outputs support YCbCr color encoding. Analog outputs support tri-level composite sync and YPbPr.

■ DVI. A DVI single link option is available for 165 MHz digital outputs. HDCP copy protection is supported.
■ DVI Analyzer. Analyze the DVI signals from any external source. Or, the generator’s own DVI signal through a DVI cable.
■ A TV option is available with CVBS and S-video outputs supporting NTSC, PAL, NTSC-J, NTSC-443, PAL-60.
■ LVDS. An LVDS option is available for Open LDI LVDS up to 224 MHz.
■ 200 MHz Analog Pixel Rate. Programmable precision RGB, YPbPr.
■ Probe. Trigger a scope or inspection camera using the probe signal. Position a pulse anywhere in the frame using the 802’s knobs.
■ Self-calibrating. Analog video outputs are automatically adjusted against an internal precision reference.

This assures video levels that are precise & reliable. Signal levels are auto-adjusted individually.
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Multi-Media Ready

Connectivity

■ IEEE-488. An IEEE-488 option is available.
■ RS-232. Industry standard serial interface..
■ Computer Interface (ATE). We provide the code needed to connect to your ATE application program.
■ VGM™ software. Virtual control panel use under MS Windows.® Carry out all tasks including format and image choice,

editing, sync control and video gating, upgrading firmware and modifying the image and format knob choices.
■ PCMCIA slot. Clone one generator to another using a standard RAM memory card.
■ Easy Firmware Updates with Flash EPROMs. Update your generator using a PC and VGM™ software.

Signal Timing

■ Built-in Formats. Over 200 popular video formats are built-in including VESA, ATSC, EIA-770.x, SMPTE 170,
240, 267, 274, 293, 295, 296, EIA/CEA-861B, NTSC, PAL, NTSC-J, NTSC-443, PAL-60.

■ Format Justify. Reduces the pixel clock on formats exceeding the 802’s maximum, while maintaining image centering 
and the original horizontal and vertical frequencies. This allows you to perform many tests on medical and ultra-high 
res displays without the cost of a 600 MHz video generator. Easily test 4096 x 4096 displays, and higher.

■ Pixel Resolution Sync. Center the display as precisely as the factory setting.

Images

■ Test Images. Over 300 built-in test images let you accurately adjust a display or projector to the same accuracy as the original factory settings.
Images test color, size, linearity, convergence, focus, persistence and more.

■ Bitmap download. Use the USB or serial port to download custom 8-bit images in .bmp format from your PC.
■ 8-bit pixel depth. Up to 256 colors can be displayed on the screen.
■ WinColorKit. Microsoft’s recent color matching standard is supported with a new interactive image.
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Overview
A new derivative of the 802B video signal generator (known as a 
signal analyzer) is now available with two DVI connectors. In addition
to the familiar DVI output connector, which emulates various hosts, a
new DVI input connector has been added that allows a high quality
display to be emulated as well. Now, inbound video (from either the
generator itself or an external source) can be analyzed for data errors
and (or) timing anomalies and results displayed on the front panel or
sent to an external computer via serial or GPIB for logging purposes.

Video card and set-top-box manufacturers will find this instrument
invaluable for verifying signal quality and timing. A host's digital video
interface can now be rigorously tested without meticulous inspection 
of a monitor screen. A pseudo-random noise rendering application 
program or data file (provided) can be used to fill the video card's
frame buffer with a sequence of highly dynamic pixel values. With the
resultant video signal connected to the input of the analyzer, signal
quality can be measured blindly and test results delivered in simple
numeric terms. In cases where the video source cannot support the
rendering of pseudo-random noise data, a "delta error" measurement
technique can be alternately used, which counts flickering pixels in still-
frame test images. Timing can measured without regard to video content.

The instrument is also excellent for finding problems with cables,
cable extenders, and distribution systems. Everything needed to test
transmission systems from end-to-end (using pseudo-random noise) 
is now available in a single instrument.

Transmitter
DVI Phy Chip: SiI168 or SiI170B
Links: Single
Noise Types 
Generated: QDI-BCM or T&M Guide
HDCP: Production Key (SiI168: A1 or A2 

selectable–SiI170B: A1 special order)
DDC: Enhanced DDC, DDC/CI
Special Images: FormatRx, DeltaErr, PRN 5, PRN 9

Receiver
DVI Phy Chip: SiI169
Links: Single
Measurements: Pixel rate, fields per frame, H & V rate,total,

active, sync delay, sync width, sync polarity
Machine Unit Accuracy: Zero tolerance
Frequency Accuracy: < 0.3%
Noise Types Accepted: QDI-BCM or T&M Guide
Error Tallies: Chan0Err, Chan1Err, Chan2Err,PixelErr, DeltaErr
Error Tally Range: 0 to 4095
PN Error Memory: 1-expected and 1-measured 24-bit value
Delta Error Memory: 1024 square pixels 

(for measuring flickering pixels)
HDCP: Production Key (B1 special order)
EDID: Emulates a high-definition display 

(reprogrammable)
Calibration: Pattern with known number of errors 

(ERR_5 or ERR-9)

QDI-BCM Pseudo-Random Noise
Sequence Length: 4 to (231 -1) pixels 

Auto: hActive*vActive
Bit-to-Bit Correlation: None
Noise Value Advance: Every pixel or active pixels only

Auto: Active pixels only
Sequence Repeat: Continuous or Stop after n=1 to 4,294,967,

295 sequences 
Seed Value: 0x00000001 to 0x7FFFFFFF

Auto: 0x08000001
Re-seed Logic: Via magic pixel value
Re-seed Period: 3 to 2,147,483,647 pixels

Auto: hActive*vActive

T & M Guide Pseudo-Random Noise
Sequence Length: (hTotal * vTotal)/(N fields-per-frame) pixels
Bit-to-Bit Correlation: High
Noise Value Advance: every pixel
Sequence Repeat: Continuous
Seed Value: 0x00000001
Re-seed Logic: Via first DE rising edge after vertical sync
Re-seed Period: (hTotal * vTotal)/(N fields-per-frame) pixels

802B Generator

Analog RGB Outputs
Analog Clock:

Range: 3.9975 MHz - 200 MHz
Increment: 0.001 Hz

Color Encoding: RGB, YPbPr
Source Z: 75-ohms
Output Levels:

Video Swing: 0 to +1.000 volts (positive)
Sync Swing: 0 to .4volts (negative) 

0 to .8 volts (bi-polar)
Setup: 0 to 100  IRE

Calibration: Auto w/ internal precision ref.
Protection: Buffered with 75-ohm isolation
DDC: DDC2B (read only)
DDC/CI  DDC2B+ Command interface

(read and write)
Connector: HD 15 pin D-sub (VGA)

Analog RGB, digital HS/VS, DDC

Analog TV Outputs (Option)
Sample Rate: 24.55 - 29.50 MHz
Pixel Rate: 12.27 - 14.75 MHz
Source Z: 75 Ohm
Calibration: Auto w/ internal precision ref.
Connectors: BNC, MiniDIN-4

DTV & Digital Video Outputs (Option)
DVI Signal: DVI 1.0, TMDS  (Option)

Color Encoding: RGB, YCbCr
Pixel Rate: Single link  25 - 165 MHz
HDCP:
Tx Keys: A1, A2
Production (Option)
Tests: A1B1, A1B2, A2B1, A2B2,

and Production Key Test
Modes: Step-by-step debug,

plug-in go/no-go
LVDS Signal: FPD-Link, Open LDI (Option)

Single link: 32.5 - 112 MHz
Dual link: 112 - 224 MHz (Option)
Connector: MDR-36

Video Memory 
Configuration: 4096 x 4096 x 8

Probe Tool
Allows you to position a pulse anywhere within the video
frame. Useful as an extremely low jitter scope trigger or
inspection camera trigger.

Test Images
Built-in: 150  computer and broadcast
User custom: 400 additional Images
Edit method: PC using VGM™ software

Sequence
Storage: 2000 steps
Edit method: PC using VGM™ software
Parameters:

Select: Format, image, version, sync, gating
on/off

Time: 1 sec. to 24 hours, or # of frames
Name: 8 characters

Vertical Timing
Frequency: 1 Hz - 650 Hz
Vertical total: 2 to 4095 lines (progressive)

5 to 8191 lines (interlace)
Vertical active: 1 - 409 lines
Sync pulse width/delay: 0 to 4095 lines
Sync Types:

ACS: Analog Composite Sync
Sync on any/all channels (RGB)
Bi-Level or tri-level

DSS: Digital Separate Sync
DCS: Digital Composite Sync

Frame sync: available for ATE camera lock
Equalization & serrations: Selectable

Horizontal Timing
Frequency: 2.29 KHz - 190 KHz
Total pixels: 144 to 65,535 Pixels
Active pixels: 16 to 4096
Sync pulse width: 1 to 65,519 Pixels
Sync delay 
(front porch): 1 to 65,519 Pixels 

Video Formats
Built-in: Over 220 composite 

and component formats
User custom: 400 additional formats
Computers: 40 (VESA)
Display 
Manufacturer's: 81(including Apple, Sun, HP,

ViewSonic, Sony, IBM, Barco)
Medical: 19 (including Dome and DataRay)
Military: 19 (including HOBO, STANAG,

MAVERIK, LMC)
Television: 61 SDTV, HDTV, DTV formats

Resolutions: 240, 288, 480, 576, 720, 1080
Scan types: interlaced, progressive,

segmented frame
Pixel repetition: 1X, 2X, 4X
Aperatures: Natural, letterbox, anamorphic,

widescreen, safe-title
Frame rates: 24, 25, 30, 50, 60
NTSC Tuning 
Option: 1/1.001
Pixel Aspects: Square 1:1, 8:9, 16:15, 32:27, 64:45 
Gamuts: 0-255 full or 16-235 RGBY, 16-240 

CbCr limited
Sampling: 4:4:4 or 4:2:2
Composite: 8 (NTSC, NTSC-J, NTSC-443,

PAL-60, PAL, PAL-N)
Edit method: PC using VGM™ software

Front Panel Interface
16 X 2 character LCD
Format & Image selector knobs
Invert, video gate, sync gate, output on/off buttons
LED power indicator

USB Interface
Function: Download of .bmp bitmap files

PCMCIA Port
Function: Generator to generator cloning using

a standard SRAM memory card.

Computer Interface
A CD-ROM contains documentation and code to remotely 
control your 802 using ASCII commands over the RS-232 
or IEEE-488 (GPIB) ports.
VGM software: A Quantum Data spreadsheet

editing application for Windows
File editing: Create,edit and organize your custom 

Format, Image & Sequence files
Bitmaps: Download .bmp files
Firmware: Install firmware upgrades
Archive: Preserve custom data when upgrading

firmware or hardware
Knob lists: Choose which Formats and Images are

visible on the front panel
Options: Manage your 802’s custom settings
Help: On-screen help as you work
Labview drivers: National Instrument drivers to control 

your 802B from a Labview program
RS-232C Interface

Baud Rates: 300 through 115,200
Data: 8
Stop: 1, 2
Parity: None, odd, even
Handshake: None, RTS/CTS
Connector: 9 pin D-Sub receptacle

IEEE-488 Interface (Option)
Protocol: IEEE-488.2
Connector: 24 position microribbon

DVI Analyzer Option
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